
Minutes of GRICG Meeting held Thursday November 10th 2016 at GRNSW 
 
Meeting commenced at 10.30 am 
 
Attendance: 
Ron Arnold (c), Norm Curby, Glenn Midson, Michael Player, John Gibbons, Patrick Hallinan  
 
Apologies: Shayne Stiff 
 
This was an introductory meeting for the GRICG members to meet with John Gibbons, who has been appointed 
Administrator of GRNSW as at 14th September, 2016. 
 
GRICG is still current perhaps until June 2017, but circumstances will dictate the future direction. There has been 
no board at GRNSW for 18 months, and this is not a good thing. GRICG is an active group, and want to involve 
GRNSW in the consultation and decision making process. 
 
Issues raised by GRICG were: 
 
Cobalt is a big issue with owners and trainers.  
GRICG would normally recommend things to be done by GRNSW and it would be followed up by the appropriate 
person. 
 
In the Greyhound Racing Act of 2009 GRICG was enacted by Parliament. An act was passed by Government earlier 
this year, the Greyhound Prohibition Act, which does impact on the Greyhound Racing Act. It amended aspects of 
the previous Act. This impacts the interaction between GRNSW and GRICG, in anticipation of racing coming to an 
end in June next year. This will probably be repealed next year, and there will be a new Act with variations. There 
may be a split into two organisations, one regulatory and one commercial. 
 
GRICG recommends that changes that need to be made are animal re-homing issues, track safety issues, certain 
regulatory aspects. Greyhound racing is still a very viable sport. Hopefully there will be stronger funding for what 
needs to be done, including prizemoney. The industry needs money for redesign of tracks etc.  
 
The Cobalt issue is being looked into at the moment. GRICG stated that there has never been a cobalt issue since 
racing in 1929. It has been scientifically proven that there is no performance enhancement effect whatsoever.  
Patrick Hallinan will look into the situation. 
 
GRICG has raised a concern about the process of swabbing. There are too many positives for cobalt. 25% of the 
swabs in the last 6 months have been for cobalt. It was suggested that cobalt needs to have a level placed on it 
the same as Procaine. It needs to be at least 600. It is only 100 at the moment. Patrick may be able to speak to the 
appropriate people about that. 
 
GRICG enquired whether this was a GA-led situation, getting the standards or thresholds. Patrick advised that 
they are going through a re-structure of their panels. There have been differing rules. There will be a new work 
group and a new membership. There are 2 representatives to GA – John Gibbons and Patrick Hallinan. 
 
Regarding the issues concerning cobalt and swabbing, these will be passed on to the appropriate person by 
Patrick. One of the other concerns regarding positive swab criteria raised by GRICG is handling. Patrick advised 
that this would be put to the Regulatory people. 
 
Mick Player of GRICG would like to get a GRICG meeting in the not too distant future with Steve Dodds, Patrick 
Hallinan and Wayne Billett, to get something done on these issues. 
 
GRICG has also submitted a paper to Patrick regarding Taxation Relief. Concerning Gunnedah and Temora TAB 
status for special meetings, i.e. their Cup meetings, Patrick advised that they still have their TAB status for those 
one-off meetings. Patrick also advised that no other applications had been forthcoming for TAB coverage for any 
other non-TAB Cups. 



 
Also Patrick advised that Goulburn would be getting TAB B prizemoney for their Goulburn Cup coming up on 
November 22nd. This will be a C grade meeting with B grade prizemoney. Patrick advised that distribution on B & C 
meetings needs to be looked at next year. The race dates will come first and the prizemoney budget determines 
the allocation of B & C, D & A, and Metro Intro. 
 
Patrick advised that GRNSW are looking into the race dates to try and have a level to cater for the number of 
dogs. There will be various challenges, but it will go through the normal process. After the race dates will come 
the prizemoney and the allocation of race meetings for the following financial year. Last year it was complicated 
by ongoing issues of the Commission. 
 
The panel will look at a number of things including the number of dogs, number of races, and number of tracks. 
 
The GRICG recommends that Wentworth Park do swabs on 4 or 5 races as a random swab, not known to anyone. 
 
The TAB Clubs are concerned with maintenance issues such as track renovations, maintenance costs. GRNSW at 
this point wants two major track renovations a year, one to be funded by GRNSW and one by the Club’s safety 
racing welfare funds. That figure will be around $15,000 out of a $25,000 maintenance budget, which is a very 
high figure. 
 
Some Clubs have other maintenance issues which need to be addressed – rollers, cables and such things. This 
work needs to be done. The concern is from where will the funding come. Patrick will discuss this issue with Tim 
as a matter of priority. 
 
The Taxation parity, which is an existing entitlement, is being withheld. It has been quarantined, and needs to be 
addressed. 
 
Another issue raised by GRICG is that non-publishing of cleared swabs is causing concern among racing 
participants. They need to receive notification of clearance. GRNSW will look into this. 
 
GRICG recommends regarding the Cobalt that there should be a higher threshold. Instead of 100 nanograms, it 
should be 600. 
 
Patrick will come back to GRICG on the issues raised with him. 
 
Discussion papers submitted to GRNSW for consideration are as follows: 
 
 Taxation Relief 
TAB dates for 2017/18 
Cobalt 
Swabbing Policy 
 
The meeting was concluded at 12.00 noon. 
 
 
 


